SKF offers new lift-action, DEF-compatible fluid pump

Gothenburg, Sweden, 1 June 2019: SKF has announced the introduction of its Lincoln-branded lift-action, multi-fluid pump. The model 1390 is the first in our line of manual barrel pumps to help customers meet diesel emission regulations.

It transfers DEF and many other fluids from larger fluid drums to convenient containers or directly into equipment and vehicle reservoirs. The lift-action pump is made of premium-grade 316 stainless steel and fits steel and plastic drums from 15 to 55 gallons.

This self-priming pump is ready to use right out of the package. It is the right choice for many automotive, trucking, agriculture and construction applications.

Established in 1910, the Lincoln brand is a world leader in the manufacture and sale of lubrication and pumping equipment for industry. Lincoln is managed by the Lubrication Business Unit, which is part of the SKF Group based in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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